Adra Housing, Wales

“We have a longstanding and very strong
relationship with Altro. Our decision to
exclusively use their flooring going forward
will ensure consistency and a high level of

Altro flooring now standard for
welsh social housing provider

quality, durability and aesthetics across the
homes we have available where we have
developmental control.”

Elliw Owen,
Senior Development Surveyor at Adra
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1. Altro Wood™
2. Altro Aquarius™
3. Altro Aquarius™
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Adra Housing, Wales

Altro flooring now standard for welsh
social housing provider

“We want to offer our residents
beautiful, stylish flooring they can
be proud of. We are pleased to be
working with Altro; their flooring

Issue

ticks all the boxes for us.”

Adra, a leading affordable housing provider in North Wales has constructed
a large scheme of mixed housing units in Caernarfon, Wales. The scheme
offers 46 properties comprising two, three and four-bedroomed houses and
bungalows available as market sales, rent to own and social rented units.
Adra creates comfortable, affordable, contemporary and stylish homes for
their clients using quality interior components.

Elliw Owen,
Senior Development Surveyor at Adra

Approach

Altro’s wide range of colours offers choice and flexibility in terms of design,
enabling Adra to match to kitchen units and Royal National Institute of Blind
People (RNIB) recommendations, making this housing scheme accessible
for all. With proven durability combined with good looks, performance and
impressive safety credentials, Altro products have delivered great results for
Adra over many years with long-term sustainability of quality and standards,
and it is for these reasons that Adra have chosen Altro as their standard
flooring supplier on all their new-build programmes.

Solution

Altro Wood safety flooring was fitted in all kitchens on the scheme in a
choice of three colours. All bathrooms and shower rooms were fitted with
Altro Aquarius safety flooring in the colours Swan, Cygnet, or Tern.
“We have not had one problem with the flooring, and the 12-month
assessment reported it looked as good as the day it was fitted,” said Elliw
Owen, Senior Development Surveyor at Adra. “Another big plus for us is
that our local flooring installers love working with Altro flooring because it’s
an easy product to lay and work with. This means we don’t need to bring
in expensive specialist flooring contractors, and we can keep it local.”
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Looks great with:
1. Altro Pisces™
2. Altro Wood™ adhesive-free
3. Altro Orchestra™
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Altro Wood is an attractive, general purpose 2mm wood-effect vinyl
flooring available in a range of designs with different plank sizes and
shades, helping you create the right look for areas where people
live and work. It is designed to cope with medium to heavy traffic in
the areas specified above and has sustained slip resistance for the
lifetime of the floor.
Altro Aquarius was developed for lasting performance in shoes
or barefoot. Achieving Class B to DIN 51097 for barefoot use, plus
PTV ≥50 (Slider 96), it provides optimum lifetime sustained slip
resistance in wet and dry environments. The range features plain
and tonal chip options to help you achieve high contrast and design
flexibility. It has been extensively tested with a variety of shoes and
contaminants to ensure top performance in high-risk environments.
It’s also easy to clean. With Altro Aquarius you can have it all:
good looks and safety.
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